INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES FOR THE QUESTION: “What about NCYC has been the most memorable for you?”

1. The group session in the stadium and singing and praying with everyone and meeting new people.
2. Listening to the speakers and hearing everyone sing.
3. Meeting people.
4. Meeting new people and learn more about my faith.
5. Meeting new people. Learning about God.
7. Talking to new people and knowing how religion is in everything.
8. The attitudes of everyone, and the amount of people.
9. When adoration took place, and so many people were crying.
10. Meeting new people on the same journey who can relate.
11. The closing Mass and a breakout about the supernatural gifts of the Holy Spirit.
13. The power of so many Catholics worshipping Christ together.
14. All of the people. It is amazing seeing 20,000 teens in the stadium with their flashlights on.
15. The friends that I made.
16. The songs we all sang at Mass. (Reckless love)
17. The Adoration was the most memorable.
18. Meeting people, walking a lot, Adoration, hotel fun times.
19. I confessed for real for the first time.
20. Adoration and how I felt at peace.
21. Meeting new people, and coming closer in my faith.
22. "The poop story." I went to the bathroom with my friend and heard a loud poop noise. Thinking it was him, I made a big deal about it begin funny. Turns out if wasn't him.
23. The friendships and the promises I made.
24. Meeting new people from all over that were social. They were all very nice.
25. How powerful the whole thing was and how we have so much in common with people all over the nation.
26. Adoration and the songs we sang.
27. Mainly adoration and Mass. It was so amazing and it made me proud to call the Catholic religion my own.
28. The Mass and all the priests that were there. The songs I learned.
29. The Mass and the songs when everyone was getting into it.
30. Meeting all of the amazing people. I loved clipping people and snapping them. I also like the Mass a lot. It was fun and the songs were great and you could really feel the presence of Christ.
31. Meeting new people and growing in my faith. Adoration especially.
32. The Mass was very empowering to me.
33. Adoration with everyone.
34. Singing in Lucas Oil with 20,000+ other people.
35. All of the songs hitting deep.
36. When the whole stadium would start to sing.
37. The woman who went through the genocide. All the people. The Kit Saint.
38. The fact that we had the same Bus driver 2 times in a row and making memories with friends.
39. The music and the presence of God.
40. The music and Adoration.
41. Adoration.
42. Confession, being able to renew myself and let go of the past.
43. The last day’s Mass.
44. During a general session when they told us to pray with our hands out and close our eyes. It felt like Jesus had come down and was comforting me.
45. Breakout Sessions.
46. Meals with friends and hat trade.
47. The priest who did my confession gave me great advice.
48. Adoration. I felt empowered and grateful for that time I got with Jesus.
49. Adoration.
50. Adoration and all the parts where everyone was singing.
51. The ending (Mass) and the inspiration in the stadium.
52. The confession.
53. The breakout sessions.
54. Adoration. During that time I poured out all of the things that I needed help with, what I saw sorry for and what I was thankful for.
55. Also just the feeling of God from 20,000 people.
56. The Mass.
57. Becoming a closer family and bonding with youth and adults at NCYC and knowing I can talk to them with and about God.
58. The Masses because they are so powerful and moving.
59. Seeing my friends from Manus and becoming closer with the people from my church. Also realizing and hearing I needed to for a while.
60. Mass and Adoration.
61. The Mass was very powerful.
62. Friday night adoration and confession.
63. Confession and the beautiful Mass along with all the people and seeing old friends.
64. Meeting new people who believe in what I believe in. Getting closer to God and discovering my faith.
65. I really appreciated confession and adoration, being with 25,000 people and Christ was awesome.
66. Katie Prejean's deep dive. I ended up sitting with some people from our diocese but a different parish and it was really cool to meet them. Katie's session also gave me new hope and fired.
67. Walking in the first day and just seeing all the people, and really good speakers.
68. Adoration. I felt an overwhelmingly powerful feeling of hope and connection to Christ.
69. The Masses were a lot better. I enjoyed the more modern changes and I really liked the upbeat music.
70. The songs.
71. I would say the Mass experiencing that with the whole stadium was very cool.
72. Listening to all the speakers.
73. Meeting new people and getting to hang out with them.
74. Adoration.
75. Adoration.
76. Adoration.
77. Adoration on Friday night was an amazing experience. I love how everyone in the stadium came together with Christ.
78. When we were in the stadium and we were all singing together.
79. Seeing 20,000 young people all together for the same reason.
80. I saw everyone gather together and pray all at once. It was great to see 20,000 people in prayer.
81. The Mass is always my favorite part.
82. The impactful music, concerts, and great speakers, as well as meeting lots of new people.
83. Being able to see so many people my age with different backgrounds come together for one reason.
84. All the people in the stadium.
85. The authentic masculinity session and Adoration.
86. Spending time with people equally evolved in their face.
87. The concerts, talks/speakers, being with friends, and meeting new people.
88. Going to the sessions. Meeting new people.
89. The various speakers - they were very good.
90. The knowledge I learned of my faith.
91. Sarah Swafford's speech.
92. The Mass with all 20,000 of us and the authentic masculinity talk.
93. The hats, but also all of the people in a first world country helping those in third world country in the name of Jesus and God.
94. Probably the speakers, the Eucharist, and Mass. It was all so memorable and well put together.
95. I loved the For King and Country concert and the authentic masculinity talk.
96. Meeting new friends especially Ava and Kyle.
97. Sarah Swafford's session.
98. NCYC made me feel a part of a larger community.
99. Every time the stadium would go quiet and everyone prayed together. Also Saturday night Mass when the whole stadium sang together.
100. Probably when I met a boy and he talked to me about how he was growing close to God.
101. The most memorable part of NCYC was everyone coming together in the stadium and singing together.
102. The sessions and concert part.
103. Spending time with people of my parish while learning more about the faith.
104. Meeting new people.
105. It was a good experience to be praising God with 20,000 other kids my age. I also loved the music.
107. Hanging out with people from my church and becoming closer.
108. Meeting new people, trading hats, adoration
109. Meeting new people and trading hats.
110. Meeting new people.
111. The people I met and seeing that many young Catholics gathered together.
112. Realizing that there are so many young Catholics and getting to meet them.
113. I was able to meet a lot of new people.
Meeting new people and singing all the songs during the concerts.
Making new friends and hanging out with my well-known friends.
Getting to meet new people and make new friends.
All the people I have met.
The concerts at night. All the people I met.
Definitely the sessions because it taught me a lot about how to find out who I am as I’m growing.
2 hour Mass
Meeting new friends and all the games.
The giant Mass at the end. All the breakout sessions were amazing.
The last day.
Being able to learn more about my faith and grow a stronger relationship with Christ.
When adoration occurred and everyone was moved by Christ.
When we would go to different places and learn about God.
What made me more memorable is meeting new people, getting to learn more of faith, and learning more music.
Getting to know people.
Getting to know new people and having a lot of fun with my friends.
When different people would talk about their experiences with Jesus.
For King and Country.
The For King and Country concert.
Adoration was the best because I never felt so much emotion towards Jesus.
The new experience and seeing a small portion of the many Catholic teens.
When we all sang as a 25,000 person choir.
Friday night adoration and reconciliation.
Getting to meet so many people who share my faith and hearing all the speakers and music.
For King and Country.
Trading and talking to Catholics from everywhere.
The adoration.
The village and some Mass.
The village and Comedy and faith.
The most memorable part for me was the music on adoration.
Opportunities to meet new people. Reconciliation.
That we are all together praising God as Catholics, as a large group.
Closing Mass, seeing 20,000 people singing, taking Eucharist, and being excited for church was really moving.
Getting the body of Christ with a lot of my brothers and sisters of the church.
The speakers.
I have a lot but when everyone was signing during adoration.
Message from the Pope.
Adoration.
Adoration.
Meeting new people.
All the new people.
The ending Mass because it was great to see all the young people worshipping God.
Everyone kneeling in complete silence during adoration.
Listening and watching everyone participate during church and all the songs.
Singing songs and adoration.
The amount of people, also the amount people are in the same situation as me is cool to know it’s not just me.
Getting to actually know God.
I met some amazing people who I wish to stay in touch with.
Being at adoration, when we all prayed together. I was so moved I cried because my heart was burning like the disciples.
The most memorable part of NCYC for me is the adoration on Friday night. It was here when everyone was singing and pouring their love out for God that I felt that burning sensation in my heart for God for the first time. Before NCYC, I felt like I strayed away from God, but at adoration I felt that I was found.
Meeting all different types of people, who all shared the same faith as me. I felt moved by the feminism talk, it made me realize what an asset women are to men, and men to us. I really liked adoration, it was beautiful!
The For King and Country and all the stories that people shared and the songs.
Adoration was really moving.
Adoration.
Adoration and the nun.
The speaker Mark Hart.
Adoration, to me it was the most power moment in which I truly let Jesus in my heart.
Spending more time with people the same age learning about Jesus, and the speakers.
Listening to Sister Miriam.
173. Listening to the speakers and Sister Miriam and adoration.
174. I enjoyed getting to meet new people while practicing my faith.
175. All of the speakers that I listened to.
176. All the 20,000+ people coming together for one amazing purpose was incredible to me.
177. The big Mass with all of the people on Saturday night.
178. The friends I made and the activities we did.
179. See Katie Prejean McGrady and listening to her powerful message in the deep dive.
180. Going to the concerts before Mass, meeting new people, and seeing all the people in the stadium.
181. The way everyone had their phone lights on to see all the light.
182. The music and adoration.
184. All of the speakers. Each story - or talk was so inspiring and interesting.
186. The adoration was. It was amazing.
187. Meeting all kinds of other people from different places.
188. The adoration.
189. The music was pretty good.
190. The most memorable parts of NCYC for me are adoration and the Mass.
191. The Mass we went to Saturday.
192. Adoration
193. All the people going down to the stage during adoration.
194. I have never felt the Holy Spirit more than what I did at NCYC. I have always been a fairly strong Catholic but this experience brought me closer to God.
195. Adoration.
196. My favorite part about NCYC was listening to all the different speakers and hearing their different perspectives. I especially enjoyed Immaculee’s story and how God have her strength through such a difficult time.
197. Coming together every night.
198. Adoration.
199. Trading.
200. Teamwork in the Olympic games.
201. The most memorable part was seeing so many young Catholics like myself come together to celebrate our faith.
203. The Pope talking to us was incredible.
204. Meeting everyone.
206. Adoration.
207. The keynote speakers in the big sessions.
208. All the new people I met and had fun with.
209. Hanging out with my friends and some of the amazing breakout sessions.
210. Being in the stadium with 20,000+ people.
211. The amazing speakers who related to us and encourage us to strengthen our faith.
212. I think the most memorable part for me was adoration.
213. I just loved spending time with my friends. Singing and dancing with them was a lot of fun.
214. The most memorable thing for me was adoration and the speaker Immaculee Ilibagiza talking about forgiveness.
215. The music and adoration.
216. Passionate speakers, especially Katie Prejean.
217. Meeting new people, Mass, adoration
218. Watching everyone come together into one church.
219. The Mass and adoration was the most memorable.
220. Making new friends. All of the inspirational speeches/talks. Them inspiring us to pray.
221. Kneeling in adoration in a stadium packed with my peers.
222. The magician, the nun, and the African American lady - their stories were very inspirational.
223. Being an ambassador.
224. The sessions I went to were very applicable to what has happened to me and stuff I could use.
225. The big group sessions at Lucas Oil.
226. The experience.
227. The big Mass and bacon hat.
228. I really enjoyed some of the speakers and going to adoration.
229. The keynote speakers and the worship sessions and bands.
230. I think my favorite part was Sarah Swafford speech or session. I also really liked adoration.
231. The most memorable part of NCYC was Sarah Swafford’s speech.
232. I think that the most memorable thing was the singing. It’s really powerful to see 20,000 people unite to praise God.
233. For King and Country mosh pit.
234. Adoration in LOS with 20,000 others.
235. Participating in Mass and Adoration.
236. Participating in adoration with 20,000 young people.
237. Concerts.
238. Final Mass.
240. I enjoy meeting new people and being with my friends while growing in faith.
241. Adoration.
242. All the wonderful people we met (by clipping) and then meeting.
243. Closing Mass and Reconciliation.
244. All the fun by clipping and being clipped.
245. The For God and Country concert and adoration.
246. The breakout sessions that we had. All of them were really good. I also liked it when everyone was singing together in the stadium the concert was really good too.
247. Meeting new people and getting to interact with them. The For King and Country concert was also a good way to kick it off.
248. I really enjoyed the different sessions, meeting more people, clipping people and trading hats.
249. Adoration and prayer songs.
250. Adoration.
251. Breakout sessions.
252. Seeing the sheer number of kids all silent during Mass at the stadium.
253. Seeing all the kind and friendly Catholic young people who were excited about Jesus and being Catholics.
254. How this is for teenagers and they were all participating in they maybe don't do back home.
255. Being with my friends and growing more in my faith with them and getting closer to the Lord.
256. The speakers. Having fun as a church. Seeing over 20,000 people coming to NCYC.
257. I really liked the Mass and adoration.
258. The stories the speakers shared.
259. The Dating 101 breakout session and Mass.
260. The talks and the trading.
261. The stories; they were real, they all were strong, they all were moving, and they were eye opening.
263. Seeing all the people that were Catholic like me in one place worshipping the God I believe in.
264. The silence of the people during adoration.
265. Adoration.
266. I really liked Sister Bethany's speech on Saturday morning and the Mass on the last day.
267. For King and Country.
268. To meet people and learning to know where they're from, and becoming friends with them.
269. I loved all the performances, speeches, and new friends this trip brought. Seeing over 25,000 other young Catholics proved I wasn't alone in life.
270. The feeling of being part of something bigger than just our local church. Having the entire stadium sing and practice Catholic faith was moving. I went to confession for the first time in 5 years and I would say that was the most memorable part of my weekend.
271. Going around and learning how they do church in other states and countries.
272. The reconciliation.
273. Keynote speakers.
274. Adoration - seeing so many young people my age, all worshiping the Lord.
275. Meeting new people or hearing the people talk about their experiences with God.
276. All of NCYC was memorable. It was an amazing experience. But what most stuck out to me was the feeling singing with everyone gave.
277. When speaker told us their life stories.
278. When we all started singing on the third day, everyone was putting their flash on their phone. It was so amazing.
279. Teaching me to become a better Catholic.
280. All the stories people shared about their life and how Christ was a part of it. The friends I made during the conference.
281. The people.
282. The most memorable moment has been watching and listening to For King and Country.
283. Looking around Lucas Oil Stadium and seeing 20,000 people singing the same song at the same time.
284. The village.
285. Seeing all the priests at Mass.
286. Trading hats has been the most memorable for me, because it allowed me to meet a lot of different people.
287. Gathering with 20,000 other people of the same faith. Be in the presence of Jesus at adoration.
288. Friday night at adoration and confession. Being able to cry out to God was amazing memory I won't forget!
289. When everyone joined in prayer, and confession. After I went to confession I felt like a new person.
290. The most memorable moment is watching the people go up to the stage and worship Jesus.
291. Adoration with the music and Mark Hart.
292. Confession, that really change me, and all the great music they had.
293. The speakers. Knowing all 20,000 are together as one.
294. Meeting new people, went out of my comfort zone.
295. The deep dives I went to. Mark and Sister Bethany are the talks I will take home.
296. Seeing others with as much faith as me, just being around so many people that believe what I do.
297. Meeting new people or singing so many great songs.
298. The mass of 20,000 people.
299. Seeing everyone working together and share the grace of God.
300. Mass in Lucas Oil Stadium.
301. Meeting new people, seeing new things.
302. What was most memorable for me was going from confession to adoration. The altar with thousands of other kids. I also enjoyed meeting all the new people.
303. I thought that seeing a larger amount of the Catholic community in a single place was pretty incredible. It helped me see out of my hometown and allowed me to look at the bigger picture.
304. Meeting new people, learning more about my religion, wanting to grow my faith.
305. The interaction with all of my fellow Catholics. Even if they were from a few counties over or across the country all of these people were open and nice to me.
306. All of the deep prayer services that allowed me to break out of my shell, and making me meet more youth in the church with the same experiences as me.
307. The most memorable moment was when all the priests came out of the tunnel and went to their seats. I have never seen so many priests in the same area at once.
308. The people.
309. Meeting new people and being a part of the group adoration and Mass.
310. Meeting my friends from 2 years before (for pictures my insta is little-e-ebbing?) and during Saturday Mass my shoulders from carrying 2 tons of candy for trade and after communion my shoulders stopped hurting. IDK if it was a fluke but I chose to believe it’s God lifting the moral weight from my shoulders.
311. Meeting new people.
312. I got to meet some really cool people.
313. What the speaker had to say, what it means to be blessed, broken and given. Going through the village I met kids and adults that made me change the way I think.
314. The sessions.
315. The sessions.
316. Meeting new friends from across the country that are just like mw. I loved visiting with all the kids and learning about the way they go about their everyday life. I loved not only meeting new people but also growing a relationship with God. This weekend during adoration I felt the presence of God.
317. Just meeting the people.
318. Meeting new people and growing my faith. Not only going to Mass and growing, but getting closer to God through music, games, movies, lectures, and other people. It is something that I will never forget and definitely want to go back.
319. Doing hats and trade with other people for the most parts.
320. Meeting a ton of new people and learning more about the religion.
321. Meeting new people and getting to grow in my faith. It was really cool seeing all these Catholics in one big place singing and worshipping the Lord.
322. Laughing with my friends and being very sleep deprived.
323. Having fun with my friends.
324. Meeting new people and getting to grow in my faith. I really enjoyed their speakers and songs.
325. Seeing how many people and teenagers that had the same religion and faith.
I met so many new people and I love the idea of the hats and getting clipped. When you find a clip on you it makes your day. I also got to talk to my bishop a lot. It was a great experience.

Meeting new people and being able to grow in my faith. I liked being able to praise the Lord with other people my age. How good the speakers were. The friends I made. Felt like I made some good friends with people from my parish. Meeting new people.

Meeting new people and coming together with a bunch of Catholics for prayer. I liked experiencing Mass different from my normal church. The friendships I made. I love how all of the kids had so much energy, faith, and so much love for God. I also loved how deep prayer got. Meeting new people. All the people who share similar beliefs and love for Christ.

Meeting new people. The speakers. Listening to all of the wonderful speakers. Singing with everyone in the stadium. Mark Hart. Looking around and seeing all of the other teen Catholics praying and singing together. When the band stopped singing and the whole church sang together.

Mass. Adoration. Adoration with Mark Hart. Everyone participating during Mass, and the speakers being down to earth. Trying to sleep every night because we messed around a lot. When we prayed as a whole group or sang.

Adoration. Spending time with my friends and listening to Mark Hart. Adoration and going to the breakout sessions. Meeting up with friends from my last NCYC and confession. The concerts. Everyone praying in one room.

I was sitting in Sarah Swafford's small group crying because I had an understanding of something about myself I haven't known for the last 2 1/2 years. The end Mass. Workshops. Speakers. All of it. Hearing everyone's testimonies and knowing I'm not along. The music. Being with my friends. The memories I've made with my friends. Adoration.

Making memories with friends. Meeting all the new people. The Mass at the end. I like the end Mass on Saturday. Meeting people. Reconciliation. Experiencing it with my friends. Friday night when we all prayed. The concerts/singers. The Mass and the dinner with friends. I loved meeting people and growing in my faith. The worship with everyone singing and when the chaperones prayed over everyone. Friends. God. Band. Everything. On the last day I went off and met these girls and hanging out with them all day. Making memories with friends. Saturday Mass, the communion songs were very powerful. The Mass on Saturday because you could feel the power of Jesus. Seeing so many people coming together to pray and stand up for their faith.
Every moment spent at the stadium praising the Lord and all the sessions that deepened my relationship with Christ.

The Thursday night concert and confession.

Meeting people who share as much love for Jesus as me. Adoration was also very powerful.

Reconciliation brought me to tears because it made me feel so much better.

Meeting new people by taking pics. Growing more close to God with the talks.

When I saw how many people were there.

Experiencing it with my friends.

All of the memories and adoration.

Concert. Adoration.

Concerts.

The Mass.

The people.

Adoration.

Meeting all the people who love God and feeling closer to God.

Growing in my faith with my friends by my side.

The Pope thinking about us and praying for us.

Getting to know and meet others, celebrate our faith, and to be able to have a phenomenal experience.

Getting closer to God.

Mass on the last day was truly amazing. It moved me, and I started to tear up.

During Adoration when thousands of teenagers wanted so badly to be closer to Christ.

Adoration on Friday night when everyone ran down to the floor to pray.

Mass Friday and Saturday, more Friday when so many got from their seats and knelt for Christ.

The Mass on Saturday and Friday night.

Adoration and Mass where everyone comes together for such a powerful moment.

I loved adoration because I could feel God presence among all of us. I felt so close and honest with God in that moment. I felt accepted and loved by Him and those around me. Adoration helped me to make promises that I will keep in my life and faith life.

The adoration and the sessions. Just resting in God is incredible and peaceful and quiet, which I really need.

Learning about the church has been most memorable because I got used to going through the motions at Mass but NCYC has allowed me to learn the reasoning and appreciate it more.

The fun, energetic environment.

Meeting new people.

The concerts and the speakers.

The Mass, it was really powerful and cool seeing that many people engaged in it.

Going to Adoration and realizing how broken I am in some aspects of my life, but God will always lead me and love me. Hearing the music during adoration and realizing how much I need God and what I have to change in my life to make it better.

The Deep Dive session with Mike Hart where they talked about getting out of your comfort zone to pray.

Meeting new people and learning more about my faith.

Kneeling during Eucharistic Adoration.

Being with my friends and singing, praising, and loving God together. The last Mass.

On the 2nd to last day we attended a Mass and in that Mass I realized how much God had affected my life and I was so happy.

My most memorable part was the feeling I had during the adoration. The Holy Spirit was inside of me and I was crying.

Learning new things about my religion and praying and spending time with friends.

Learning that faith can be fun and engaging and that I’m not alone in my journey.

The Mass Saturday night and the Eucharistic adoration.

Socializing with random people from around the country.

Dubuque diocese brought so many people even though it’s not a big area.

Everyone praising Christ together, crying and hugging and praying together, and having fun together. The most fun and memorable part was making Jesus fun and mixing seriousness and laughs. Also the community of Catholics bonding together was memorable.

Being able to bond with Catholics from around the country over Christ.

Just being in the same place/room with 20,000 people, praying singing, having Mass. It was the most magical and beautiful thing.

Getting a cow bucket hat. It took me all morning on Friday but I got it.

Everyone connecting.

The Masses and concerts were amazing.

I really liked meeting and interacting with new people. I have strengthened my relationship with the Lord.

Adoration and reconciliation.

The music that we listened to and the high energy the whole time.

The high energy there and also the energy we brought.
The experience in general. They created a huge community of amazing people, encouraging each other and having fun.

To me the opportunity to do confession after hearing stories from others opened my eyes to the everyday things I can improve on.

Becoming closer to God and being able to do that with my friends allowed me to feel comforted because I know I'm not doing it alone.

The most memorable part of NCYC was at Mass and when the bishops were walking out of the stadium, everyone put on their phone flashlight. It was a beautiful moment to witness. I was able to clearly see that everyone in that stadium was there for the same reason, to grow in your faith and love for God.

Getting to experience all the incredible moments of Christ with my friends.

Large dance parties - everyone being there for Christ and just having fun.

Seeing God in the eyes of everyone there and seeing how He brought people together. And new friendships.

The final Mass because of all the beautiful (?), all the music, the priests. It just capped off a great weekend.

Spending time with God through worship. Also spending time with my supportive friends. And meeting new people.

The most memorable moment for me was Adoration. I wasn’t able to participate in Adoration at NCYC 2 years ago because of health problems so being able to experience that was amazing. I’ve never felt closer to God than during it.

Growing as a person and becoming closer with God.

All the memories and friends I made. Just realizing that it can be cool to [be] Catholic. It felt like I wasn’t the only Catholic girl who actually believes in God.

All the people I met.

Meeting new people and interacting with them.

Having Mass with 20,000 other people who love Christ was very empowering and made me appreciate Mass even more

The talk by Mark Hart.

Meeting people from everywhere across the states and not from the states who share the same faith.

Celebrating the feast of Christ the King of the Universe with so many people in a huge stadium! The most amazing part was hearing the end of the congregation’s response reverberating around the stadium.

For King and Country. Breakout sessions. Singing and dancing with the house band.

Adoration, and the singing at Masses.

Singing and Mass.

Meeting new people and learning a lot more about my faith.

The group prayer brought everyone together was very empowering.

Meeting new people.

Meeting all the new people. The Mass at the end.

All my experiences with new people.

The concerts, and hearing that singing was considered praying. That makes me want to sing more in church.

When everyone was praying at the same time.

The amount of people that showed up to the event, and how nice everyone was.

All the priests walking out and seeing all of the young people praying.